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DAAD offers Psychosocial Support Train-
ing and Intervention for former Garissa 
University Students 

The DAAD fraternity joined hands with the former Garissa University Col-

lege students in the wake of the terror attack on April, 2nd 2015. Since 

May 2015, DAAD has been supporting 300 victims with a scholarship for 

one year on the basis of a need assessment. 

DAAD 

through the 

funding from 

the German 

Federal Min-

istry of Co-

operation 

and Devel-

opment felt the 

need of not only taking care of tuition fees and monthly stipends for the 

students. Psychosocial support for students, their daily care givers as 

well as teaching staff is extremely important as well. After such a life 

changing attack, people experience traumatic stress and therefore need 

professional help. Following our first psychosocial support and interven-

tion training in November last year in cooperation with Moi University, 

DAAD embarked on the second round of training in March 2016. We or-

ganized a training for former Garissa UC students from March 16th to 

March 18th at Moi University, Main Campus, in Eldoret which was attend-

ed by 30 third year students, 15 staff members caring for the former 

Garissa UC Students and five Moi University student counselors. The 

second training from March 19th to 20th in Nairobi hosted 16 students 

studying at the Mombasa and Nairobi Cam-

pus of Moi University.  

Both trainings were conducted by the PLEX-

US Psychological International team lead by 

Dr. Oscar Githua, a Forensic Psychologist 

and Assistant Professor of Psychology at 

USIU. The training included psychological 

supervision and intervention support, training 

in Psychological First Aid (PFA) as well as 

Skills for Psychological Recovery (SPR). In 

both group and individual sessions, partici-

pants shared their stories, how they think they 

cope or don’t cope with their memories. Stu-

dent counsellors were given advise on how to 

work with individual students long after the 

training. 

The aim of the psychosocial support training 

was to equip all the participants with basic 

skills on what to expect, what to do and 

how to cope when such a disaster strikes, 

both from the perspective of a victim and of 

a person assisting. Special attention was 

given to the coping and healing process of 

the affected students who considered the 

training extremely beneficial. 

Participants at the beginning of the two-day session in Nairobi. 

Participants pay close attention to the counselling. 

Brighter faces: The participants of the Nairobi training after 

the workshop. DAAD hopes that the counselling contributes 

to their healing. 
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PhD programmes on the African 
continent – study commissioned 

What are avenues for aspiring scholars to do a PhD? 

How much do universities in the Africa region focus on 

research? Of what quality are the existing PhD pro-

grammes? To tackle these questions the DAAD in co-

operation with the British Council commissioned the 

study: “The PhD capacity in Sub-Saharan Africa” which 

will be carried out by The African Network for Internatio-

nalization of Education (ANIE), a Kenya-based research 

organization with a focus on the internationalization of 

higher education on the continent. The organization is 

member-based, with currently 140 individual scholars 

from various African universities. Six of them will lead the 

project within their respective home-countries that were 

chosen for the study: Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, 

Senegal and South Africa.  

The research was kicked off on 18
th
 February. Each lead 

researcher presented an overview of the higher educa-

tion landscape of their country, the challenges they ex-

pect for the investigation as well as how to tackle them. 

With a growing demand for tertiary education, the num-

ber and quality of the PhD programmes play a key role. 

This study sets out to bridge knowledge gaps about the 

state of PhD programmes and the research environment on 

the continent, present best-practice examples and innova-

tive programmes and propose recommendations. The re-

search is scheduled to be completed by end of February 

2017. In line with the DAAD internationalization strategy, we 

hope that the study will be beneficial to institutions of higher 

learning in Africa and beyond, looking for opportunities for 

transnational partnerships.  

Left to right, back: Michael Bahati (Project Assistant), Blair Otieno (Finance), 

Dr. Mamadou Dimé (Lead Researcher Senegal), Julia von Alvensleben (DAAD), 

Dr. Lilian-Rita Ifeoma (Lead Researcher Nigeria), James Otieno Jowi (Project 

Coordinator). Left to right, front: Dr. Mulu Nega Kahsay (Lead researcher Ethiopia), 

Prof. Peter Barasa (Project Leader & Lead Researcher Kenya), Sabine Bretz 

(DAAD), Prof. Chika Sehoole (Lead Researcher South Africa) 

Postdoctoral Fellowships in Germany for Former 

DAAD In-Region / In-Country Scholarship Holders from 

Sub-Saharan Africa   

DAAD is offering approximately 10 fellowships in 2016, 

tenable for a period of two to six months. 

Applicants have to have completed their PhD less than 

six years ago, hold an academic position at a university 

or research institution in Sub-Saharan Africa and be 

invited by a German host institution.  

Applications may come from all subject areas with 

strong relevance to national development. 

More info here 

Postdoctoral Fellowships in Sub-Saharan Africa at 

DAAD supported Centres of Excellence 

DAAD is offering approximately 10 fellowships in 2016, 

tenable for a period of six to twelve months.    

Applicants have to preferably be DAAD Alumni who 

have completed their PhD less than six years ago, be 

current or prospective teaching or research staff at a 

university/ research institution in Sub-Saharan Africa, 

be invited by a Sub-Saharan African host institution, be  

nationals of a Sub-Saharan African country and preferably 

come from other countries than the country where the 

programme takes place. 

Applications may come from all subject areas with strong 

relevance to national development. The fellowships are 

tenable at any Sub-Saharan African university or research 

institution that has an existing cooperation with the DAAD. 

More info here 

Staff Exchange in Sub-Saharan Africa 

DAAD is offering approximately 15 fellowships in 2016, 

tenable for a period of one to six months.    

Applicants have to have completed their PhD, be senior 

staff at a Sub-Saharan African university, be invited by a 

Sub-Saharan African host university, be nationals of a Sub

-Saharan African country and granted leave of absence by 

their home institution for the teaching at the host 

institution. 

Applications may come from all subject areas with strong 

relevance to national development. The fellowships are 

tenable at any accredited Sub-Saharan African university. 

More info here  

2016 Postdoctoral Opportunities by DAAD 

http://nairobi.daad.de/en/25475/index.html
http://nairobi.daad.de/en/25476/index.html
http://nairobi.daad.de/en/25477/index.html
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On 3th February, the Regional Office for Africa hosted 

Prof. Andreas Elepfandt, a zoologist from Humboldt Uni-

versity Berlin and visiting DAAD Lecturer at the University 

of Eldoret for six months. He presented his research on 

“Being Human-the origins of culture.” 

Prof. Elepfandt discussed how human beings initially 

evolved from Africa. According to research, the first migra-

tion of Homo Sapiens was to Asia, the second to Europe 

and from there having constructed the migration routes 

from genetic diversity, they migrated to all other parts of 

the world. Human beings have a unique culture that was 

passed to them from one generation to the other. The ear-

liest tools used by the Homo Sapiens were discovered 2.6 

million years ago in the Oldowan gorge in Tanzania. These 

Oldowan tools were used for multiple purposes. 

According to Prof. Elepfandt, no form of art existed before 

Homo Sapiens as this required a language to communi-

cate in which was not there. Later on, reasons for Homo 

Sapiens to develop their own language emerged and that 

was the need for sharing information and specialization. 

A discussion evolved 

around the questions 

why human beings 

are so different in 

colour and yet they 

originated from Afri-

ca? Are we able to 

predict evolvement of 

Homo Sapiens in 

future? Prof. Elepfandt (pictured) argued, the colour varia-

tion is brought about by adaptation to the surroundings the 

Homo Sapiens migrated to. He explained that some chan-

ges have been seen in Homo Sapiens but not in the basic 

physical structure, therefore, future changes could be the 

continuity of the current ones.  

The presentation led to a lively discussion among the par-

ticipants from public universities and other institutions in 

Nairobi. Some of the participants were scientists who be-

lieved in the evolution theory and others thought the theo-

logical explanation of the origin of man would suffice but 

found the presentation interesting to participate in.  

ADVERTISEMENT 

International M.A. Programme 

Intercultural Communication and European Studies (ICEUS) 

The programme seeks to prepare university graduates for careers in supranational or national organisations that are 

active internationally, especially in Europe. During this programme, participants will develop a profound knowledge 

of the European Union’s complex organisational structures, and the ability to communicate effectively with speakers 

of other languages and other cultural backgrounds. In addition, students will get familiar with the background, frame 

and future perspectives of European Integration. The students also acquire the means to deal with the special chal-

lenges of the enlargement of the European Union and the increasing economic and political significance of the Euro-

pean Union in a global context. 

Pre Study (optional):  

1 semester of prep class prior to the start of the program (March – July) 

Costs: Tuition: state funded, i.e. tuition-free; Semester fee: 300€; Living costs: 600-750€ (per month)                    

Contact person: Ilka Gersemann, programme coordinator  

info.iceus@sk.hs-fulda.de Tel: +49-(0)661-9640 470  www.hs-fulda.de/iceus 

Afternoon Tea: Being Human—the origins of culture  

mailto:info.iceus@sk.hs-fulda.de
http://www.hs-fulda.de/iceus
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I am a Master of German Studies student from Ghana at 

the University of Nairobi for which I received a DAAD 

scholarship. As part of the programme, I spent five 

months at the University of Bielefeld to conduct research 

for my Master thesis and returned only recently. 

I was very impressed by the way my university was orga-

nized. The number of students per seminar rarely exceed-

ed 22. At the library, almost all the needs of the students 

for study and research purposes are met with an impres-

sive online catalogue and the variety of books available. 

I was also impressed by the German culture of welcoming 

refugees from all over the world. As a matter of fact, I 

could see for myself that Germany is facing a serious hu-

manitarian crisis.  Thousands of hopeless people flee con-

flict areas in Asia and Africa, particularly from Syria. They 

cross German borders on a daily basis seeking safety and 

a new life. This huge exodus has led to some Germans to 

create an extremist group called PEGIDA (Patriotic Euro-

peans Against the Islamisation of the West). They used to 

organize anti-refugee and anti-foreigners demonstrations 

weekly. During A demonstrations in Cologne on 9
th
 Janu-

ary, where at the same time another demonstration in fa-

vor of refugees was being held, I came across a German 

lady who I asked the reason why she is on the side of Anti

-foreigners and Anti-refugees. She was first impressed by 

the fact that I, an African, could speak German fluently. 

She then said that she is not racist but is fighting to save 

her German culture and identity. Out of curiosity I asked 

her to tell me what German culture or identity is. She hesi-

tated a while, smiled while looking for words and finally 

said: «I don’t really know». 

One could assume that many members of Pegida are just 

pessimists and don’t really know why they were there. 

Fortunately, Germans in their large majority are very warm 

and friendly.     Koffi Donatien Oda 

Germany, PEGIDA and the DAAD Scholar from Africa 

Koffi (centre) with fellow students and DAAD scholarship holders from Africa 

discovering the German winter at Dresden Main Train Station. 

Quality Network Biodiversity Kenya launched  

“Reconciling human livelihood needs and nature conservation” is the title of a collaborative project of the Technical Uni-

versity Munich, South Eastern Kenya University in Kitui, Pwani University in Kilifi and Taita Taveta University College in 

Voi, Kenya. The DAAD-funded initiative will run from 2016 through 2019 and was launched in March at the National Mu-

seums of Kenya (NMK).  

The need to integrate biodiversity conservation to human activities cannot be overemphasised. Today, areas with high 

biodiversity richness across the globe coincide with high human population and food insecurity among other threats. As 

thus, natural habitat destruction, subsequent fragmentation and biodiversity decline are major global concerns. 

Therefore, the workshop highlighted key factors such as the importance of assessing human attitudes, needs and be-

havior before the implementation of any conservation strategy, education and effective communication as fundamental 

for human needs, the close collaboration between different academic disciplines and institutions and the need to link 

science, policy and local realities. 

In this regard, this project will assess local people’s knowledge, awareness and willingness in regard to biodiversity con-

servation in three forest regions of Kenya: Kitui Riparian forests, Taita Hills cloud forests and Arabuko Sokoke coastal 

forests. Apart from being biodiversity hotspots, these forested areas also provide important ecosystem services, which 

are crucial for the local human population. 

The aim of this project is to produce data and insights that will be instrumental in the establishment of efficient nature 

conservation programs that maintain habitats of endangered species, as well as intact ecosystem services for the local 

human population.              Muthio Nzau 

For more information: www.biodiversitynetworkkenya.de  

http://www.biodiversitynetworkkenya.de
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PhD scholarships to 

Germany awarded to 

East Africans  
After last year’s PhD scholar-

ship selection to Germany in 

November, the first ever con-

ducted at the Nairobi Office for 

the entire East Africa region, we 

are happy to announce that the 

beneficiaries of the scholar-

ships are two Rwandans, one 

Burundian, one Tanzanian and 

eight Kenyans. 

In addition, the Kenyan-German 

Postgraduate Training Pro-

gramme, a collaboration bet-

ween the Government of Kenya 

and DAAD, was extended for 

another five years. Due to this 

decision, seven Kenyans could 

be selected to join the pro-

gramme.   

All happy scholars are already 

in the process of learning the 

German language and will start 

their research stays in Germany 

in October this year. Our war-

mest congratulations! 

Staff Outing of the DAAD 
Nairobi – Nature, feasting 
and a bit of adrenaline  

“It is so great to get out into the nature every 

once in a while”, the DAAD Nairobi team 

agreed on the morning we ventured out for 

the staff outing. Our spirits were high and our 

destination even more joyful: Crescent Island 

at Lake Naivasha.  

At around 11 am the sun was beating down 

on us mercilessly. Upon arrival on the penin-

sula we were instructed for our walk: The buf-

falos were not around on this day and as zeb-

ras, giraffes, antelopes and gnus on the is-

land are used to human beings, we could 

stroll around without any worry. It was an 

amazing experience to be able to appreciate 

the animals so close-up within their natural 

environment.  

After about two hours we all had had too 

much sun and were very hungry. We left 

Crescent Island and drove to Camp Car-

nelley’s, a restaurant at the shore of the lake, 

which held the promise of pizza and other 

yummy goodies. After lunch we started the 

last highlight of the day, a boat trip on Lake 

Naivasha.  

With full stomachs and dressed with life 

vests, we left the safe harbor in slender 

wooden motorboats. From the water, the 

view was fantastic. We were able to see 

various bird species as well as fishermen 

going about their business. Of course the 

hippos were also there, and we could see many 

pairs of ears poking out of the water. One of the 

hippos didn’t appreciate our disturbance at all 

and started charging at us. We quickly rode 

away from that angry fellow, some of us scream-

ing while our guide was laughing. “Don’t worry! 

The boat is always faster”, he tried to console 

us. After an hour, filled with adrenaline and hap-

py to be alive, we returned to the shore in high-

speed.  

With those beautiful impressions we started our 

journey back to Nairobi and arrived there safely 

by nightfall, very satisfied and tired!  

DAAD Alumnus 

passes on 
Saddened, we learnt of the 

passing of DAAD Alumnus 

Prof. Joseph Nyasani in 

February. He was an active 

and appreciated member of the 

DAAD fraternity during his 

time. Our sincere condolences 

to his family and best wishes 

for strength in this trying time. 


